Willie Doherty Traces
willie doherty without trace - peterkilchmann - willie doherty without trace march 8th to april 13th, 2013
opening on thursday, march 7th, 6 to 8 pm it is with great delight that galerie peter kilchmann announces the
upcoming solo show “without trace” by “the speed art museum presents exhibition by willie ... artdaily artdaily (january 22, 2012) the speed art museum presents exhibition by willie doherty: traces
louisville, ky. - the speed art museum presents an willie doherty exhumes the past in new exhibition at
prefix - willie doherty exhumes the past in new exhibition at prefix (toronto) – prefix institute of contemporary
art is proud to present passages, an exhibition of photo and video works by acclaimed northern ireland artist,
willie doherty. willie doherty - images.exhibit-e - solo exhibitions contd. 2011 willie doherty: traces, speed
art museum, louisville, kentucky disturbance; in conjunction with dublin contemporary 2011, dublin city
gallery, the willie doherty 2014 2013 willie doherty, unseen, secretion ... - willie doherty, musee d'art
moderne de la ville de paris, paris willie doherty, alexander and bonin, new york the only good one is a dead
one , gulbenkian foundation, lisbon dublin city gallery the hugh lane - as part of dublin contemporary
2011, dublin city gallery the hugh lane has prepared a retrospective of the work of internationally renowned
irish artist willie doherty. this resource is intended to provide an introduction to the exhibition willie doherty:
disturbance and some of its themes. it offers information, ideas for discussion and activities for visiting
teachers to use with secondary ... willie doherty remains - dailyartfair - willie doherty remains 17 january –
15 march 2014 reception, thursday 16 january, 6 – 8 pm kerlin gallery is delighted to present, remains, the
highly acclaimed new video work by willie doherty. remains is situated in the landscape and streets of derry,
northern ireland where an uneasy peace is often disrupted by incidents of violence that seem like inexplicable
remnants from the past ... ma art in the contemporary world, buried - doherty’s practice is shaped by and
responds to the specific context of northern ireland’s long history as a contested land, but his work explores
universal concerns: the capacity for any place to be contested, the way all places retain traces march 29th,
2013 on the edge - peterkilchmann - willie doherty, without traces, 2013. installation view at peter
kilchmann, zurich. courtesy of the artist and peter kilchmann, zurich. doherty used a similar combination of
landscape views and a voice-over narration in
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